Abstract. Single image super-resolution (SISR) reconstruction for magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) has generated significant interest because of its potential to not only speed up imaging but to improve quantitative processing and analysis of available image data. Generative Adversarial Networks (GAN) have proven to perform well in recovering image texture detail, and many variants have therefore been proposed for SISR. In this work, we develop an enhancement to tackle GAN-based 3D SISR by introducing a new residual-in-residual dense block (RRDG) generator that is both memory efficient and achieves state-of-the-art performance in terms of PSNR (Peak Signal to Noise Ratio), SSIM (Structural Similarity) and NRMSE (Normalized Root Mean Squared Error) metrics. We also introduce a patch GAN discriminator with improved convergence behavior to better model brain image texture. We proposed a novel the anatomical fidelity evaluation of the results using a pre-trained brain parcellation network. Finally, these developments are combined through a simple and efficient method to balance between image and texture quality in the final output.
Introduction
High spatial resolution (HR) structural MRI provides fine-grain anatomical information and make accurate quantitative image analysis feasible, benefiting clinical diagnosis and precise decision making. However, it not only requires expensive equipment but also longer scan time, which introduces both acquisition challenges [13] and potentially limits clinical accessibility in situations where only short scans are feasible. Single image super-resolution (SISR) reconstruction for MRI has generated interest because HR images may potentially be derived from rapidly generated low resolution images obtained by subsampling k-space in MRI.
Many solutions using 3D CNNs (convolutional neural networks) have been proposed for the medical imaging SISR problem [2, 11, 20] . Sanchez et al. [14] * , Yifan Wu, Jianbo Shi, and James Gee adapted the standard super-resolution GAN (SRGAN) [9] framework for brain image super-resolution. Zhao et al. [20] developed an improved super-resolution residial network (SRResNet) [9] for axial slice super-resolution. Chen et al. [2] proposed a multi-layer DenseNet [6] based network for fast and efficient inference and WGAN training [4] for realistic texture recovery. A challenge with these efforts [2, 14] is that the applied discriminator requires long convergence times because of numerical instability.
The developments here applies generally to medical imagery but, for concreteness, are instantiated for SISR in T1 MR images of the brain, as in [2] . Assuming a k-space subsampled low resolution image as input, we propose to extend the GAN model for SISR as follows: 1) a new generator backbone is developed based on 3D residual-in-residual dense block [18] , that is both high performance and memory efficient; 2) a patch GAN [8] discriminator that is more numerically stable; 3) an efficient blending approach is implemented to trade off between PSNR and GAN oriented models to generate the final output; and 4) a novel metric quantifying anatomical fidelity is introduced using a pre-trained brain parcellation network.
Methods
The overall pipeline is illustrated in Fig.1 . The generator is trained with L 1 loss to obtain our PSNR oriented model, and is fine-tuned using a patch GAN discriminator to be our GAN oriented model. The former model is optimized with respect to conventional similarity metric but ignores textural fidelity, while the latter GAN model incorporates but at the expense of potentially introducing artifact into the output. A blending parameter α permits trade off between the two models in the final generated image. In SISR task with GAN framework, the network architecture of the generator is of paramount importance of generated image quality. Ledig et al. [9] introduced a residual network [5] for SISR and Zhang et al. [19] extends the idea with the residual in residual connection. Chen et al. [2] , on the other hand, adapted the dense net to for the SISR task. Combining the residual connection and dense connection, Wang et al. [18] proposed a hybrid of residual and dense connections, termed residual-in-residual dense block (RRDB), to replace the basic residual block in SRResNet. It achieved the state-of-the-art performance in the PIRM2018-SR competition [7] . In this work, we extended the RRDB network to 3D for brain MRI SISR. We called it residual-in-residual-dense-block generator(RRDG). The proposed RRDG network is shown in Figs. 2. Note that in each RRDB the feature is residual summed; therefore, the overall number of features n f is unchanged throughout all blocks. Compared to mDCSRN proposed in [2] , which densely accumulates features globally and grows wider as the network gets deeper, the RRDG remains narrow. This memory efficient aspect of RRDB is an important advantage for 3D applications as in the current brain MRI SISR task. Fig. 2 . Architecture of the proposed RRDG network and RRDB. Like SRResNet [8] , RRDG consists of a global residual connection and consecutive basic blocks, except basic resblocks are replaced by RRDB. Within each RRDB, three consecutive dense blocks are chained by a weighted residual connection and a block level residual connection.
Patch GAN discriminator
Our discriminator follows the work in [2, 9] , as shown in Fig. 3 . However, the latter discriminators end with two dense layers, and during training, we observed unstable discriminator output due to large |w| and ||w||, where w is the weight of dense layer. This instability slows training convergence. We also observed that the rows of w of these layers are highly redundant. We chose therefore to replace the final dense layers with a single 1 × 1 × 1 convolution and a global mean pooling layer, as in patch GAN [8] . Furthermore, by removing the final * , Yifan Wu, Jianbo Shi, and James Gee Fig. 3 . Architecture of the discriminator, which is a VGG-style feed forward network [15] , consisting of 2 strided convolution blocks for down-sampling followed by plain convolution-layer norm-leakyReLU layers. The outputs are globally spatial pooled to produce a single number.
two strided convolutions, we reduced the receptive field of our discriminator and facilitate discrimination of local texture that in turn produces more accurate texture synthesis. WGAN-GP training [4] was used in our implementation for its stability; specifically, replacing batch norm with instance norm, adding a gradient penalty to the discriminator for randomly interpolated {I hr , I sr } (high resolution ground truth, super-resolution) inputs, and scheduling the discriminator to always run ahead of the generator.
The loss functions L G and L D for the generator and discriminator, respectively, are defined as follows:
where L 1 is the element-wise L 1 loss, D is the discriminator and λ D being the weighting factor between the two terms;
whereḊ is the derivative of the discriminator, λ g is the weighting factor added on the gradient penalty, and γ is a random number drawn from a uniform distribution (0, 1) for each batch. With our modifications to the discriminator and use of the WGAN training procedure, model training consistently converges within 10 epochs.
Enhancing texture realism through blending of PSNR oriented model and GAN model
GAN model qualitatively improves texture fidelity, at the cost, however, of reduced image quality of the generated images as assessed by conventional metrics [8] . For human perceptual tasks, this image 'degradation' may be acceptable (even desirable), whereas for machine processing, the lower image quality may negatively impact algorithm performance. One solution that we develop here, following the work in [18] , is to permit model blending through linear combination of model parameters for our PSNR and GAN models. Let θ G represent parameters of the generator incorporating both PSNR and GAN models, and α, a user defined linear blending weight. We define the blended model as:
HighRes3D net for evaluating anatomical fidelity
As mentioned in [1] , although structure similarity metrics such as SSIM are broadly used, image generation lacks of perceptually meaningful measures. Specially in this MRI super-resolution task, it is critical to measure the quality of synthesized images from a clinical usage perspective. Here, we propose a novel metric to assess anatomical accuracy. More specifically, we use HighRes3D [10] , a pre-trained brain parcellation network, to evaluate the distance between HR images and synthesized images in the anatomical distinctive space and calculate the dice scores. HighRes3D consists of a primary convolution, 3 residual blocks, and 2 final convolutions. We define our metric M h as a weighted sum of L 1 distance of features from these 6 layers between SR and HR images:
where f are features output from the 6 layers. w f are weights of each of the feature layers, chosen to normalized scale of each feature layers so that each feature layer contribute equally.
Experimental Results

Methodology
Ground truth images were obtained from the Human Connectome Project (HCP). Specifically, it includes 1,113 3D T1 MR images from 1,200 healthy young subjects on Siemens 3T platform and 32-channel head coil. Imaging parameters were: 3D MPRAGE sequence, 0.7 mm 3 isotropic voxels, 320 × 320 × 256 matrix size. HCP images were downsampled to 1 mm 3 resolution using spline interpolation for our SISR experiments. Low resolution versions of these images were created by further downsampling the resolution in coronal and sagittal planes by one half in k-space following the procedure in [2] .
The same number of splits was used as in [2] ; specifically, 780 for training, 111 for validation, 111 for evaluation, and 111 for testing. Results are reported on the test set, which was not used in model training or parameter optimization. We used a patch size of 64×40×64 as input due to GPU memory constraints, and cropped 3 voxels around the boundary of the output to avoid discontinuity around edges, resulting in 58×32×58 output patches. The complete output image is assembled by stitching together non-overlapping output patches. We implemented our model in PyTorch 1.0 and trained the model on a workstation with 4 GTX 1080 Ti GPUs. * , Yifan Wu, Jianbo Shi, and James Gee
For the generator, we implemented the dense accumulation within each RRDB with gradient check-pointing [12] for memory efficiency. Our adapted RRDG network contains n c = 4 RRDB and has residual feature width of n f = 48. Within each dense block we set the dense growth rate k = 12. These values were established based on hyper-parameter search. We used batch normalization in the RRDB, and kept the scaling factor β = 0.2 and activation as leaky rectified linear unit as in the original implementation. Our proposed RRDG and its patch GAN augmented variant were evaluated against state-of-the-art FSRCNN, SRResNet, and mDCSRN models for SISR reconstruction. The FSRCNN and SRResNet are adapted to 3D directly. For the mDCSRN, we used the b8u4 configuration, 8 dense blocks with 4 dense layers within each block. Example results are illustrated in Fig. 4 . Visually the output from RRDB is most sharp and the GAN oriented model successfully recover qualitatively more realistic brain image texture. For quantitative comparison, we used SSIM, PSNR, NRMSE metrics, the anatomical fidelity metric M h , and average dice score on 160 tissue types between HighRes3DNet segmentation generated from SR images and HR images. We normalized the image using N4 bias correction [16] before applying the proposed anatomical fidelity metric M h as HighRes3DNet [10] expects normalized input.
Results
As can be seen in Table 1 , RRDG achieves the best performance with statistically significant improvement across all evaluation metrics. We performed two-tailed pair-wise t-test and for all metrics, p < 1.1e − 53. For fair comparison, the total number of parameters and run time on single image are shown. Fig. 5 illustrates the effect of model blending on the generated output image. The output varies smoothly with the interpolation factor α, allowing controllable Table 1 . SISR image quality and anatomical fidelity assessment 3D FSRCNN [3] 3D SRResNet [9] mDCSRN(b8u4) [ 
Discussion
In this work, we investigated enhancements to CNN-based solutions to 3D brain MRI super-resolution. The RRDG was shown to exhibit superior performance against the state-of-the-art, and amenable to memory optimization to make possible efficient training. We also introduced a patch GAN discriminator to better model brain image texture and optimized the network for more stable convergence behavior. A novel metric is developed to assess anatomical accuracy of the reconstructions. These developments can be combined to balance between image and texture fidelity in the final output. There are many directions for ongoing and future work. Hardware limitations precluded a more thorough ablation study to interrogate model architectures, which remains a major focus of our current work. Additional comparisons to existing and new work in the field, including, for example, [15] , is another priority. An open challenge is artifacts in patch GAN reconstructions, and new solution possibilities include improved generator architectures and the incorporation of domain information such as brain image segmentations [17] . Similarly, the proposed mixture model for balancing super-resolution image and texture quality is not fully developed. We aim to conduct an expert observer study to determine radiologist-optimized blended image output, and compare these against the default networks in a task-based evaluation of brain segmentation accuracy.
